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Larrivee resigns position
as A.S. program director
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer

Francois Larrivee resigned as Associated
Students director of sponsored programs
Monday. saying he must give priority to his
role as president of tI- Spartan City Family
Association.
The director of sponsored pnigrams’ duties include representing the board of directors to the A.S. Program Board and serving
on the special allocations committee.
Larrivee played a key role in attaining the
Jan. 29 injunction which has allowed SJSU.s
family student housing unts
i to remain open
until Aug. I.
President Gail Fullerton requested that
Spartan City be closed Feb. I because of alleged earthquake and fire hazards.
Larrivee and the family association have
contested the alleged hazards, and have demanded that SJSU continue to pnwide some
family student housing.
"The issue (Spartan City) has become. for
me, an overriding interest." Larrivee said in

Students
miss out
on funds
increase

his letter of resignation. dated Feb. 3, but
circulated on Monday.
Not to slight the Associated Students,"
he said. "the help extended to the Spartan
City Family Association has been ma
nal."
Larrivee was not so charitable at Wednesday’s A.S. meeting, when he said the board
has accepted a swap of Spartan City for a
credit union.
The remark referred it) the extended efforts of A.S. Michael McLennan. in establishing a credit unitm at SJSU. and his
ited efforts in the Spartan City struggle.
Terry McCarthy, A.S. vice president.
cited McLennan’s marginal involvemem in
the Spartan City struggle last week.
litho Hjelt. director of student rights and
responsibilities, said Tuesday. "I.think that
statement showed a little disappointment in
the A.S. executives, who have worked very
closely with the administration this year.
That is not necessarily Francois’ approach.
Ii
Francois has been a veryI passionate. out-

spoken leader in that fight (for Spartan City).
and I think he feels a little let down." Hjelt
said.
Tom Btx)the, director of California state
student affairs. agreed with Hjelt on Tuesday. "I think he’s disappointed." Boothe
said.
Boothe said he thought Larrivee’s resignation was more of a personal than political decision.
"Sponsored programs is not where his
heart has been." Fioothe said. "Spanan City
is his home. it’s where his family lives. It
has taken a tremendous amount of his time
and energy.
"Francois is a very passionate person." ot people," he said. "It’s got to be a labor of
Boothe said. "He has to work on what he be- love."
Larrivee’s resignation will be officially
lieves
Boothe said he has seen many people re- accepted at Wednesday’s A.S. board meetsign from A.S. board posts. during the three ing. Although he attempted to resign at last
years he has served on the board. Most. he week’s meeting. McCanhy requested that
said. leave because they try to balance work, Larrivee wait until Wednesday.
school and A.S. and get "burned out.’
Hjelt said applications for the position of
seen the association break a number director sponsored programs will be ac -

Francois

Larrivee,

former A.S. director

cepted in the A.S. orifice in the Student
Union.
Hjelt was elected by the board last year to
replace Bob Gunter. who Boothe said resigned because "he just took on too much.
Applicants are interviewed by the personnel selection committee and an A.S. executive before a two-thirds vote of the board of
directors can elect them.

Admissions move
may inconvenience
students, faculty

In for a fall

By Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer

By Datil Parkin
Daily staff writer

Students will gain little or no extra
cash during the upcoming year despite recent educatital increases
in his
proposed by Presidem I:a
1989 budget.
"It’s my gut feeling that the
versity may he a little richer as a result of increased enrollment... said
Bryan Lonski. assistant director of
the financial aid office. But he had
very little hope that the 8 percent increase would see its way into students’ ptx:kets.
Silvia Diegnau, associate coordinator of financial aid for the California State University system said.
"There may he an increase in the
Pell Grant maximum. but no one
really knows yet. And it would be a
very small increase in the maximum.
actually.
The figures that break down the
increases are not available at the
CSU level or at the university level.
Diegnau does not expect them until
mid -March.
"You can’t count your chickens
before they hatch," Lonski said.
He didn’t believe in the increased
money when it was annonced.
u
"Figures don’t lie. but liars
Reagan’s
proposed
ure." he said of
budget.
"Just because they present the nation with ;a national education increase. it may mean nothing.’ ’
Lonski said. "You get misconceptions when you look at the figures
they give out."
Lonski said that the budget makers will often claim increases in educational spending after they have cut
the same monies from another educational program.
See RI IDGET page 8
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A quick trip to the Admissions
and Records Office Thursday or
day to pick up transcripts or to turn
in forms could be chaotic for some
students.
Moving 511,0tX) hardcopy files.
along with 80 work stations. will be
at least inconvenient for admissions
and records visitors Feb. 25 and 26.
Communications major Ray Dequenne raised a question about accessibility of the office. He said admissions and records was the first
office he hit when he came down
Founh Street. Dequenne added that
the move of the offices from Wahlquist South to Wahlquist Central
might make it more inaccessible.
"Granted it’s ot ercrotsded. hut
the government should alvtajs he
willing to do what it takes to accommodate the people. not the other way
around." Dequenne said.
Associate Executive Vice President Ed Chambers talked about the
portion of campus which he supervises, the Office of Admissions anti
Records.
"Sotnetimes the impression people have of us is that we roll right
over people -- hat we have been
doing is like try ing to personalize a
big machine.’ Chambers said.
He spoke about what students can
do during the transitional phase
when the actual moving is taking
place.
"Information will be available for
students outside of Wahlquist. by the
bell facing the quad. from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Thursday. and Friday."
Chambers said.
He continued. "There are two
telephone numbers it hich students
can use for admissions and records
helI. 924-2007 (emergencies) or
924-2008.

’Sometimes the
impression people
have is that we roll
what
over people
we have been doing
is trying to
personalize a big
rnachine.’
Ed Chambers.
assoc. exec. vice president

Advertising student Rachel Pena
said she saw a possible future difficulty after moving the ollice.
"I might figget where Admissions
and Records has moved to when I
come back to campus to get a transcript after graduation.’’ Pena said.
The two-year SJSU veteran said
she hadn’t had any problems with
the I
and Records Office.
She said it is sometimes not clear if
you are in the right depannient.
"Centralizing would be a lot easier for people especially if you are
short on time. Pena said. .
Chambers said the move to
streamline and expand his department has been discussed for about
eight years.
"Our No. 1 priority. is it, try and
build an environment that sv ill better
serve all our various publics
53,1XX1 people on an ongoing annual basis," Chanibers said.

Video encyclopedia ready for use

Tay-Sacils screening begins today

Ken Watson, learning lab supervisor. said that coverage of 1987 should arrive soon.
The system allows the student to do three things:
SJSU students have quick and easy access it) almost a
century of information and probably don’t even know it.
"read the text in the reference set. view the laser disc
San
Footage. from such serious events as the 1906
andlor make a copy on a VHS (video cassette)." Watson
Francisco earthquake to tnore innocent subjects like el- said. Only two students have used the material %I/ far.
ephants at play. is waiting to be viewed in the Electronic possibly because of lack of publicity about it. he added.
Learning Lab at Wahlquist Library North, Room 411.
It is set up with an alphabetical index of listings
"The Video Encyclopedia of the 20th Century" was
under subjects and people’s names. After each listing is a
purchased in January for 510.(8)0 by the Instructional
reference number which directs the user to the correct
Resource Center.
page of the reference set.
A compilation of written text and audiovisual
The reference set contains printed background informaterial. the encyclopedia covers events and people that
have shaped history and variety of other subjects from mation on each of the people and the events. in addition
See VIDEO /nig(’ 8
1893 through 1986.
8) I.isa Ostroski

Deity staff writer

Doctor describes
deadly disease
By Serena Griinth
Daily staff writer

Dr. Harold Rosenberg had heard
of Tay -Sachs disease in medical
school, but he didn’t come face to
face with the hereditary child -killing disease until it claimed his son.
Today. more than 10 years after
the death of his son Joel. he still
urges people to be tested for the
hereditary Tay -Sachs trait.
Free testing is available from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Student
Union Umunhum Room today and
in the Student Union Council
Chambers tommorow. Testing will
also he available tommorow from
5 to 7 p.m. in West Hall.
The simple blood test takes
about five minutes. It serves to
identify. and warn. healthy
viduals who could pass the deadly
gene on to their children.
"This is an opportunity to have some control over your future and
to not have to live through the horrible experience that we lived

Dan Sweeney

Daily staff photographer

Dr. Harold Rosenberg, a plastic surgeon, discusses the case of his
son, Joel, who died at the age of 3 from Tay -Sachs disease.
through," said Rosenberg, a happen to us and I was afraid be Mountain View plastic surgeon cause I lacked an understanding of
who has since counseled other the disease," he said.
Tay -Sachs parents.
As a plastic surgeon. Rosenberg
He described the shock and fear had only studied Tay -Sachs briefly’
that overwhelmed him when ped- in medical school. When he
iartics at UCLA’s Neurology learned his son had it. he realized
Clinic diagnosed his son as a Tay- how little he knew about it.
Sachs victim.
"I was a father of a Tay -Sachs
"I was shocked that it would
See SCREENING page 8
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SJSU residents spice up hospital life
By Douglas Alger
Daily staff writer

The generation gap narrowed Saturday afternoon when SJSU and
Homewood Convalescent Hospital
residents got together and threw
themselves a party.
Twenty-two SJSU volunteers descended upon the 13th Street nursing
home bearing flowers donated by a
local florist.
"I thought it was one of those religious groups coming in here. with
the flowers, said George Stilwell.

one of Homewood’s 60 occupants.
"(Religious groups) always come in
here. . . . They think they’ve got to
save you
have you praise the Lord
and all that crap."
Tension ran high as young and old
began to mingle, but it soon gave
way to smiles and laughter. Tales of
World War I and immigration were
exchanged with stories of books and
4:lasses. such that no one was anxious to leave at the end of the scheduled two hours.
"It was an enlightening experi-

ence. A lot ot people in college
never look at old age this way." said
student volunteer Kevin Wood. referring to a number of Homewood’s
bedridden patients. "Society ignores
them. They are real people."
Spirits were high as SJSU and
Homewtxxl residents parted.
Participants labeled the event a
definite success, and have made future plans to visit the convalescent
hospital once a month.
"What’s two hours a month’?"
See ELDERLY page 8
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Swaggart sin
shows deceit

FORUM

how the mind can work. It is fasOh my
cinating. The never-ending and delightful nature of
overhearing that the Reverend Jimmy
it all
Swaggart is the only preacher with a centerfold
pasted inside his bible.
The continuing saga of the holier-than-thou’s
,ould inspire thoughts like, "So What?" or "Aw,
too had, the parade of hypocritical hinnks got
rained upon .Perhaps it should inspire further reflection -such as pondering the power that mass medium
wields.
voking
h
It is more probable that rather tthtamngphrto
antither
course
will be taken.
The latest revelation on electronic Church
management
(Swaggasrtel-visketeyrlal;i,
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U.S. should fund
its Olympic team
?

r

epu)
pushwill
emotional buttons. e might

Hazel Whitman

.0id medals. That is not a sery good showing
a world -leading nation. Why are American athletes not doing any better at the Winter Olympics.?

The ansiser may i ery well lie in the mechank ..1
sending competitors to this contest. More +petit’, ally .
the financial mechanics of the question are the prime reason.
It stands as one of the worst kept secrets going that
other countries are supporting their (ipympic hopelulls
Certain nations ha% e
been skirting the edge
of the rules about compensation for a long time. In those comities. the athletes
are given quarters. led and clothed. given access to spe
cial and non-public training facilities, and given an "allowance" hy their "grateful nation."
But in America, we leave the support of athletes
striving to garner honors for the nation and themselves
entirely to the individual. with only limited private support. It is left to volunteer groups solicit I unds to augment the finances of the teams while they are at the competition.
The rules for the Oly mpics sa.% that no competitor
may be a "professional athlete:. which is taken to mean
that if they get a dollar or doing what they do. the jig is
up. Why can’t we set up some kind of scholarship-like
program. based both on financial need, and physical talent and ability?
Let’s get with the program. set up somekind ot grant
program for potential Olympic athletes, and give ourselves a gold medal for helping to bring home some
gold

Editorial

Sick of the city,
find the country
Hart
writer
-re on campus and want mime relief front the
crowds. Where do you go’? Everywhere you look there is
concrete and pavement, and if you’re lucky . in between
a leis buildings. you might find a few square feet patch
of grass.
People should make a point of living in a rural environment for at least a portion of their life. I say this with
some caution because I do not
want to see the
remaining
rural
areas of California destroyed by
runaway
Yuppies.
country
The
frees people.
I ant willing to
share this secret
because my hope
is that there are
still some people
out there who can be saved from urban -schizophrenia
There is a certain peace of mind that can only he acquired by belonging to a community with a population of
less than I(10,000.
The city holds people captive.
You can’t walk very far in any direction before you
are sure to run into a six -lane freeway or major express v. ay .
So. is hy in the world do we live in the city’? Not just
ans city . hut San Jose and vicinity, one of the largest and
fastest -growing metropolitan areas in the nation.
Most would say. they live in the city. because their
family lives there, or they attend school in the city. But I
would not find these to he good enough reasons to settle
for a 50 by 100 ft lot with a sidewalk for a front porch
and a fence out out the back door.
The country has so much to offer. Don’t get me
wrong. I don’t have an unrealistic, overly romanticized
vision of country life.
I grew up in a small town in central California, where
grass is measured in acres and not in square feet. The
only pavement to he found is the old county two-lane
highway and a few side streets. I never realized how nice
the country was until I left it.
Driving the streets of San Jose. I am as disoriented as
an English major in a calculus class. In the city there
must he a dozen ways to get to one destination, therefore
that leaves at least a dozen and a half ways to get lost.
Freeways. imerstates. highways, avenues, boulevards.
and streets are just a few of the choices to have to make.
In the country there is one way to get to a destination.
In four years of driving in a rural environment, prior to
living in San Jose. I never had a problem parking my vehicle. I could leave my it just about anywhere for free.
and not even bother to take the keys out of the ignition.
.

Why in the world do

Shortage? What parking shortage?
Need a place to park! I haw just
the ticket.
The ticket, that is. to avoiding
tickets. And frustration. And being
fashionably late when being late is
never fashionable.
I know of parking spaces that cost
nothing and are never crowded.
Because they ’re abundant. I don’t
mind sharing them. What I do mind
are complaints without action behind
them.
As long as I’ve attended SJSU.
parking has been an issue. Cost.
availability no one seems satisfied.
That is, until today.
What follows is a sample list of
parking spaces so obvious, they
baffle you. Just scan them for
You can thank me later,
M.MADEN PLAZA IN SAN
JuSE: Whoever planned this mall
must have thought it was a football
stadium. Even Candlestick Park
doesn’t need this much parking. Almaden Plaza has no parking meters
or cops in little three -wheeled vehicles to bother an already busy student. Between -class shopping is
easy and quick with department
stores, supermarkets and pharmacies
nearby. Just watch the speed humps.
About live and a half miles front
SJSt !.

we live in the city?

Not just any city, but

San Jose . . .

In streets of San Jose I have accumulated more than
8200 in parking violations, not to mention spending
countless hours with my nose pressed to the windshield.
looking for the next available parking spot that would
challenge my parallel parking skills
Crime has found a home in the city. In 18 years of
rural living. I can’t think of one murder occurring in my
hometown. Last semester, in downtown San Jose, a
woman was murdered a block from my apartment.
Perhaps, what I fear the most, is raising children in
the city. Drug molestors and child abusers roam the
streets near schools.
The country offers a peaceful, simple kind of living.
An afternoon can be spent out in the open, away
from air and noise pollution. Children can be raised experiencing farm animals. And best of all, there is access
to solitude when you want H.

Vic Vogler
OLD TOWN IN LOS GATOS:
Charming and rustic. Old Town
usually isn’t busy during business
hours (which also happen to be
school hours). The natives are
friendly (unless you live outside of
Los Gatos), and up close the Santa
Cruz Mountains are green instead of
smoky brown. Parking is ample. but
one word of warning: the beautiful
scenery may keep you from class.
That, or the eight -mile distance from
campus.
ANYWHERE NEAR STANFORD: Its widely known that Stanford students don’t drive because
they have chauffeurs. This leases
thousands of parking spaces just for
the asking. Besides, when someone
asks where you go to school, you

,an say -I parked at Stanford this
morning" and let him figure it out.
( Incidentally. Stanford once sent me
an application without my asking for
it. I punished the university by never
filling it out.) The 22 -mile walk to
class is a punishment all its own.
THE OAKLAND COLISEUM:
When the Raiders moved to Los Angeles. they took my heart with them.
Fortunately they left all the parking
spaces. And because Day on the
Green concerts are never scheduled
during school hours, parking is
ample. In addition, a nearby BART
train can take you to Fremont. (Fremont is only 25 miles from SJSU. ) If
you do park at the Coliseum. however, bring a car cover. Seagulls
enjoy the ample parking. too.
THE COW PALACE IN SAN
FRANCISCO: If you enjoy a parking challenge (who doesn’t’?), the
Cow Palace is a must. Not only is it
45 miles from campus, hut the lot is
also locked up most of the time. All
you need is a few spare hours and a
sense of daring. Some power tools
and a police alibi wouldn’t hurt. either.
To he fair, I also have a list of
places where students can’t park. It’s
too long to mention here. hut I can
define it with three words:
Downtown San Jose.

Letters to the Editor
Union policies unfair
On Saturday. Feb. H. the Clube
Lusitania (Portuguese Club) organized a Brazilian Camaval dance
that took place at our university’s
Student Union Ballroom.
Even though we knew far in advance that it would take more more
work and especially more paperwork
than it we had it someplace else. we
thought it would be worth the trouble. We were wrong!
First of all, it would have been as
expensive to rent a ballroom and pay
security outside the university. as we
are not paying for the Student Union
Ballroom. But we had to also pay for
the sound system. University Police.
an I.D. checker and ticket sellers.
Regarding this policy, why should
a recognized student organization
have to pay for ticket sellers if we
could have performed this joh ourselves? And Vie cannot belies e how
disrespectful the ticket sellers were.
When someone being paid $6 per
hour, she not only shoud but must
respect the client f the dance -goer. in
this case) and act accordingly.
Also regarding these policies.
why can’t a teen-ager under 18 years
of age even those over 1$ but without identification be admitted to a
dance at the Student Union Ballroom’? We must remind you that no
alcoholic beverages are served at the
ballroom. People were being turned
away because they did not have
identification. All three of them
were turned away even though parents assured the I.D. checker that
their daughter was 18. If you can’t
trust the parents. who can you trust?
Let us also remind you that the
I.D. checker was being paid St4 an
hour. making this club lose money
by turning people away.
This club was punished for problems caused by other clubs and fraternities because of a lack of organization and security at past dances.
Finally, a word of advice to any
student organization planning on
having a dance or other activity at
the Student Union Ballroom, Take
your business elsewhere, at least

is

is tile these policies are still in et feet.
Nliguel Avila
president
Patricia Smith
reasurer
Club Lusitania

Forgive Swaggart
I.ditoi.
I’m glad an editorial was written
on the evangelist’s "problems."
One correction, however: Jimmy
Swaggart is not accused of the same
act as Jim Bakker. Bakker committed a sexual act with his adulteress. Swaggart is accused of paying a
prostitute to act in front of him.
Please understand that I’m not sure
one was worse than the other, on the
contrary. a sin is a sin. The little
white lie one tells is the same as a
mass murder in God s l’yeA.
I want to commend the Daily on
your boldness in speaking the truth
someone in the limelight ought to
be prepared to live a life of purity, to
live in a glass house. But don’t be so
quick to throw a stone. Probably the
biggest mistake any of us can make
is to judge another. Although it is
very easy to do, we have to resist
"the temptation.- Learn to walk a
mile in their shoes and if you honestly "can’t relate" then keep your
opinions to yourself.
Something else, you stated that
"they have disappointed a lot of
spiritually minded people who beliefingly offered support . . to what
they thought was a good christian
cause. First off, these spiritually
minded people you speak of are not
let down. Swaggart’s fall dresn’t
pull all of us down too. We are saddened, perhaps. hut God’s people go
on. As Swaggart so aptly stated. The
word of God is flawless even though
the men who preach it are nun.
Instead of judging, perhaps we
should look at the bigger picture.
God is cleaning out his church to
raise a new generation of leaders.
Bakker and Swaggart may have
stumbled hut a rightous man stumbles sefen times, and gets up again
by God’s grace.

Swaggart has done all God has required of him and has honored God
during the whole affair no pun intended.
God has forgiven Swaggart and I
think its time we do the same.
Barbara Vertel
Senior
Auditing

hear
sizzling
questions about
private citizens being hounded and framed by "Big
Brother" (a nefarious media-mogul with ice water
for blood. or a political saboteur take your pick.)
What ought to be discussed is whether focusing
on gripping personal religious experiences undermines religious discipline.
We might also want to go over the dangers involved in making stars out of spiritual leaders,
along with virtually pouring money on top of these
mortals.
What an interesting meeting Monday’s must
have been. The repentant television preacher got together with the elders of his church. The leaders of
the Assemblies of God church were grappling to
determine the future extent of Swaggart’s role a):
pulpit cheerleader.
Sounds like a tough call indeed, since the exact "
nature of Swaggart’s Sunday confession remains
unclear.
It seems the nu)st of his 8.000-member congregation were told not to talk about the weekend’s
events. News reports point to at least one sexual encounter (an exact definition oh "sexual encounter"
has also not been made availble).
"(The meeting) with a prostitute in a New Orleans motel, shocked many’ people here in Baton
Rouge, headquaters of the multimillion -dollar
Jimmy Swaggart Ministries, and people who have
known Mr. Swaggart for decades,- The New York
Times stated Tuesday.
The statement that the 52 -year-old preacher has.
often faced critism for the flashiness of his dynasty
is easy for critics of "tube -testifiers" to believe.
An article in Gris Gris magazine described.
Swaggart’s palacial residence, which cost $2.4
lion.
The home is equipped with; "Security fence.
electronic sensors, and a four-columned whirlpool.:
bath fed by a facet in the form of a golden swan."
the magazine reported.
Yet despite the knowledge of the excesses, for
eccentricities depending upon personal viewpoint).
some followers of Swaggart’s flock were stunned
and moved to tears.
"Allegations of sexual transgressions by a
man whose criicism of fellow evangelists’ peccadilloes has been unrelenting have met with disbelief." stated the Times.
Surprise. surprise! Some of the estimated 3.6
million members of one the largest Protestant hodies cannot fathom such dastardly deeds by the supposedly "divinely -hacked" head honcho.
"In 1986, Swaggart’s ministry gave $12 million to the Assemblies of God’s foreign missions program
far more than any other single source:
By comparison, PTL’s donation that year was less
than $200.000. The Jimmy Swaggart World Ministries has an $1 I .5 million payroll.- the San Francisco Cronicle stated Monday.
At the very least no one can say that the remote control generation is not granted an opportunity to
examine its surroundings.
Due to approaching midterms and a flurry of
other earth -shattering es ems iinfoldinv.. News.
editor Julie Rogers’ -Artist’s Rendering- will.
skip this ueek and perhaps appear every
Wednesday after this
maybe.

’Daze’ review off base
"iRl.
Maybe the reason the Spartan
Daily is having a hard time with advertisers is because you’re not more
careful with the ads. Contrary to the
ad published on Thursday, Feb. II.
Spike Lee’s "School Daze" did not
open that day. but rather the next
day.
We saw "School Daze" over the
weekend and although aware that a
review of a movie is mostly opinion.
the review your reporter gave the
movie is somewhat inaccurate.
"School Daze" obviously displays black people in a situation
a college homecomming weekend.
hut not so obvious is that the film is
not only about black people. Among
other things, the movie is about relations between two groups whose
lines are drawn arbitrarily, whose
lines keep them apart for what
amounts to unjustifiable reasons. In
Mei way. the movie isn’t aiming to
"make some blacks uncomfortable but is asking everyone to examine
who and why they consider a grouop
tithe ’’other.’’
The other comment that was off in
the review concerns the ending of
the movie. Dap’s telling the campus
to "wake up" at the end is directly
tied to the beginning of the film. It is
a comment about the apathy
both
political and social
which is exhibited throughout the movie. This is
contrary to what was stated in the review.
Michael Murray
Junior
Industrial Technology
Sian I.. Roper
Senior
Social Science

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. We urge
our readers to comment on articles in this
newspaper and overall campus issues.
However, personal attacks and letters in
poor taste will not he published, nor will
anonymous letters be accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
as well as obvious style errors, and
the Daily reserves the right to limit the
number of letters on a given topic after a
sufficient amount of comment has appeared.
libel,

Letters must hear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class ’excl. We
do not publish phone numbers, hut must
have them to authenticate letter content.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Gore’s campaign hopes
look to Super Tuesday
DALLAS (API - After sitting
on the sidelines in Iowa and falling short of his aim in New
Hampshire. Albert Gore Jr. has
two weeks to show that he, too, is
a real contender for the Democratic presidential nomination.
Gore, the Tennessee senator
who has made much of his Southern roots, long ago crafted a strategy for winning the Democratic
presidential nomination that is
100 percent dependent on achieving a breakthrough on one day.
That day. March 8. looms
large now that the race for the
nomination has moved to his turf.
Twenty states hold Democratic
delegates contests then, including
every Southern state save one.
Gore’s strategy flies in the face
of the conventional wisdom that.
as in the past, to win the nomination a candidate in either party
must first score a success in the
earliest contests of Iowa and New
Hampshire.
To disprove that thinking.
Gore must mount in the two
weeks before Super Tuesday a
campaign that appeals hnxiadly
to Southern white voters -since
Jesse Jackson figures to capture
most of the black vote.
And Gore must do so against
the attention that naturally has
fallen on the Democratic race’s
two winners to date - Richard
Gephardt. who won in Iowa. and
Michael Dukakis. who won in
New Hampshire.
It’s no coincidence that those
two rivals were the ones Gore tar-

geted with a flurry of barbed attacks as quickly as the first Southern debate began in Dallas last
Thursday.
Gore and his strategists have
long contended he already had "a
ticket to Super Tuesday" because
Gore is from the South and because he early on decided to
forego Iowa’s caucus system to
concentrate on the delegate -rich
states that vote March 8.
He has sought endorsements
from Democratic officials to
demonstrate he is the region’s
choice, and has positioned himself to the right of his rivals on
defense and foreign policy issues.
"We must do well on Super
Tuesday - there’s no ifs, ands or
buts about it," Gore campaign
manager Fred Martin said.
At the same time. Gephardt
and Dukakis roll into the South
with the momentum their initial
victories provide.
Dukakis, governor of Massachusetts, has an organization in
place in the South that is well regarded. and Gephardt. a Missouri
congressman, has honed a populist, protectionist message that
may play well in the South.
While Gore publicly was proclaiming all his bets were on the
South, there were indications his
forces hoped their quiet campaign
in New Hampshire would allow
him to slip into the pack of leaders with a good showing.
Gore said he had one aim: "Do
a good deal better than people are
expecting."

Workers without clearances
can be fired, high court rules
WASHING IUN (AP)
the Supreme Court today limited the job
protection for government workers
fired ftw lacking security clearances.
By a 5-3 vote, the justices agreed
with the Reagan administration that
the Merit Systems Protection Board
lacks authority to decide whether the
denial of security clearance is justified.
Justice Harry A. Blackmun, writing for the court, said, "It should be
obvious that no one has a right to a
security clearance.
He said judgments about who
should receive clearance "must be
made by those with the necessary expertise in protecting classified information- and he said the board lacks
that expertise.
The court ruled against Thomas E.

that

’It should be obvious that no one has a
right to a security clearance.’
- Harry A. Blackmun,
Supreme Court justice

Egan, who was hired in 1981 as a laborer at the Trident Naval Relit Facility in Bremerton. Wash., on the
condition he subsequently. receive a
security clearance.
The facility is used to test and repair Trident submarines. All jobs at
the facility require security clerance.
When he was denied the clearance
because of two past criminal convictions. Egan was fired in 1983.
Egan challenged the firing in an

TODAY
Flying Twenty : General meeting.
7:30 p.m., Aero Maintenance Lab.
Call 969-8323 for information.
SJSU Film and Video Society:
Meeting. 3:30 p.m.. HGH 12’2. Call
924-4571 for information.
Alpha Phi Omega: Meeting for potential pledges. 7:30 p.m.. S.U. Pacheco Room. Call 998-1540 for information.
Campus Ministry: "Prayer around
the Cross." A lenten prayer service.
7:30 p.m., 3()0 S. 10th St. at San
Carlos. For more information call
298-02()4.
Program:
Advisory
Re-entry
Brown Bag Lunch -"The Juggling
work
and other
-school,
family.
Act
things." Noon -1:30 p.m. , S. U . Pacheco Room. For more information
call 924-5930.
Student Health Service: Student
Health Advisory Committee meeting
tor students interested in health policy and programs at the Student
Health service. Ntxm-1 p.m. For
more information call 924-6117.
Filipino-American
Akhayan:
Club: General meeting. 2p.m.. S.U.
Almaden Room. Call (415) 7902303 for information.
Mu Alpha Gamma: Muffin sale. 8
a.m.-12:30 p.m. Student Union. For
more information call, 292-3758
Campus Ministry: Bible study on
Gospel of Matthew. Noon -1 p.m.,
S.U. Montalvo Room. Call, 2980204 for information.
MEChA: General body meeting.
5:30 p.m.. Chicano Resource Center
WLN 207. For more information
call 298-2531.

Career Planning & Placement: Resume II. I I :30-1 p.m. Student
Union Almaden Room. For more information call 924-6033.
University Housing Services: Spartan Political Caucus and voter registration. 8 p.m.. Hoover Hall Formal
Lounge. For information call 2778967.
A.S. Program Board: Jazz concert
with the String Trio of New York.
Music building concert hall at 8:15
p.m. For more information call 9246260.
Christian
American
Asian
Fellowship: Weekly meeting at 7
p.m. in the S.U. Costonoan Room
For more information call 997-7808.
Ghana of Hawaii: Accepting membership sign ups in front of the S.0
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. For information call 251-4667
THURSDAY
Amnesty international: Meeting.
7:00 p.m.. Art Building. Room 139
Re-entry Advisory Program: Reentry students discussion group-support group and encouragement. 23:30 p.m. S.U. Pacheco Room. For
information call 924-5930.
Christian Science Organization:
Testimony meeting, 3:30 p.m. in
S.U. Pacheco Room. Call 245-2389
tin information.
A.S. Program Board: Film: Paul
Jacobs and the Nuclear Gang, 6:307:30 p.m. in the S.U. Almaden
Room. For information call 9246260.
A.S. Program Board: Speaker:
Saul Landau. Topic: U.S. National
Security. 8 p.m. in the S.U. Almaden Room. For information call 924
6260.
Beta Alpha Psi: "Wine and cheese
social 8t meet the small CPA firm. 4:30-6:30 p.m.. in the S.U. Umunhum Room. For information call
773-8631.
Dept. of Math & Computer Science: Colloquium: Finite state mor-
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White, writing fir die three, said
the government’s interest in prim...
appeal to the Merit Sy stems Protec- ing its secrets would not he jo’r..
tion Board, which was created by the dized by granting Egan a hearing lx
Civil Service Real Act of 1978 to fore the review board.
protect federal clor ran employees
Justice Anthony M. Kenned
from unfair disciplinary treatment.
who joined the high court Thurs.’, .
The hoard concluded that it lacked did not take part in today’s decision.
the authority to review Egan’s case.
In other action, the court ruled
But a federal appeals court here that a criminal suspect’s rights are
overturned the hoard’s decision and not violated when a vf itness who is
sent Egan’s case back to the hoard unable to identify the suspect in
for further study.
court testifies about an earlier identiThe Reagan administration argued fication of the accused.

House ponders congressman’s expulsion
WASHINGTON AP Rep.
Mario Biaggi, convicted in one trial
and facing another, will become the
first House member since 1980 and
only the second since the Civil War
to he drummed out of Congress if the
House accepts the recommendation
of its ethics committee.
Biaggi says he’ll go the House
floor to light the recommendation
made Thursday by the ethics panel.
which cited Biaggi’s conviction in
September for obstruction of justice

and .i.cepting illegal gratuities
"This fight is far from over.** said
the 10-term Democrat from the
Bronx, N.Y. "I am bitterly disappointed by the committee’s action.
coming as it does before my appeal
has even been heard."
Biaggi. once the most decorated
policeman on the New York City.
force. faces another trial next month
in Manhattan federal court on racketeering and bribery charges in a case
involving the scandal -plagued Wed-

phology with Jell Smith. 4 p.m..
Duncan Hall, Room 416.
Career Planning & Placement:
Meet the small CPA firms, 4:106:30 p.m.. in the S.U. Umunhuni
Room. For information call 9246033.
Career Planning & Placement: In
terview I. 10:30 a.m, in the S. l
maden Room. For information f. i
924-6033.
Career Manning & Placement:
Government Employ ment in the

990s. 12:30 pro, in the S.U.
Umunhum Room. For information
call 924-64133.
Student Health Service: Tay -Sachs
Diseasf. screening, 10 a.m.-2 p.m
inS I l’inunhum Room. For information f.ill 924-6117.
FRIDAY
)liana of Haw ail: Pitia night, S
p.m until closing, Round Table
Pitta. 860 Old S.F. Road. Sunnyvale. For more information call 251,
4667.

tech Corp.
The committee, which had been
investigating Biaggi for months. met
Wednesday and *fed a three -sentence statement Thinsday, saying:
’The Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct today filed a report
with the House recommending that
Representative Mario Biaggi of New
York he expelled: The report will he
made available as soon as it has been
printed by the U.S. Government
Printing Office. Neither the committee nor its staff will have any further
comment on this matter.’
The committee’s recommendation
inust he approved by a two-thirds
majority of the House to become effective.
The group chose the most severe
sanction at its disposal, opting

Looking for a part-time job that works NA,
your busy student schedule?

A:

Our national telemarketing company ha’
a job for you!
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Raise funds by phone for a well know non -profit organization.
Work flexible morning or evening shif’s
in our convenient Stevens Creek;
location.

Ibu may be eligible if piti have taken:
Human Anatomy
Physiology
Chemistry
Nutrition (preferred)
Summer session runs July Is -August 19. re,

.1 upbeat ion deadline: .1111 I

"The answer to this question rests
solely with my colleagues in the
House. I appeal to their sense of
lairness and justice and urge them to
ss ithhold action until my appeal is
completed.- he said.

0:

*

Samuel Merritt College
of Nursing

tiu%vinuene Averwe

"If my appeal is successful. but
comes after action hy the House that
how do I reresults in expulsion
coup the loss oi inx House seat?

Pay off your school expenses by
earning full-time wages for parttime work through guaranteed
pay and high bonuses.

An opportunity for sophotnore
entry into a bachelor of science
nursing program*

laklaral, California 940011

Biaggi, who is appealing his Cr r!,
viction, said he thought the coin!’
tee had acted in haste and prontis,...
to ask his House colleagues "one
straightforward question:"

Take the Employment Exam

NURSING SUMMER SESSION

I’m,- !Imre infornuitiim, write or call:
Samuel Merritt College of Nursing
Ailnlissiotis (Om

against lighter punishment such a censure. reprimand, fine, or loss ot
seniority.

Make the Grade!
Call Nancy
(408) 248-0895
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Biaggi to fight committees accusations

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. hems may be submitted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bentel Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication is noon.

the

ened the government’s ability to protect national security.
Dissenting today were Justices
By rim R White, William J. Brennan
and Thurgood !Marshall

7 and 10pin Wednesday February 24th
Morris Daily Auditorium
$2.00 admission

The world’s leading
test prep ofganization

72311
ILZAT Q GMAT
AGCAT 0GEZ
TUT IRAILIL7
FREE COMPUTERVED
DIAGNOSTIC TESTING
CALL NOW TO RESERVE
YOUR SPACE?
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SJSU baseball team wins four straight
By Jennifer truman
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s baseball team worked its
way over the .500 mark this weekend by defeating Cal State Los Angeles in three straight games before
moving north to trounce UC-Davis
8-4.
"It feels good to win." head
coach Sam Piram said. "Now were
trying to put a streak together,
maybe some momentum for the next
week
Relief pitcher Eric Nelson put
himself one save away from the
school record of five, picking up two
more this weekend against Cal State
Los Angeles.
"I really don’t have any pressure
on me because I’m not naturally a
pitcher." said Nelson. also an infielder. "I just go in and challenge
them with my fast hall. a pitch they
just can’t seem to hit
Collectively. Spartan hurlers only
gave up 12 runs on 32 hits over the
weekend.
The star that shined the brightest
for the Spartan pitching staff was
Clyde Samoal. Samual hurled a
complete game in the first contest of
Saturday’s doubleheader against Cal
State Los Angeles. Samual pitched a
shutout on one hit until the top of the

SPORTS
seventh inning when he gave up one
run and two more hits oft his last
hall.
"I didn’t want to come with the
fast ball right off." Samual said.
But the coaches wanted me to
come fast so we could end the
game."
SJSU scattered nine hits in Friday’s game against Cal State Los
Angeles. Catcher Dan Hewitt collected two of those hits in three at
bats while adding one RBI to his statistics.
Junior shortstop Kelly Coan also
was able to pick up two hits and one
RBI off of Golden Eagles’ pitching.
’I ’in not pressing myself. I’m just
doing it and hitting the hall," Coan
said.
The Spartans continued taking
their swings productively during the
first game of Saturday’ doubleheader against Cal State Los Angeles. Five runs on 10 hits were recorded for the Spartans. SJSU was
down by two until the sixth inning
%k hen Eagles’ pitcher Ahdom Pinon
alked the lead-off hitter Kelly

Trio of relief pitchers
attempt comeback
Associated Press
Dan Quisenhen-y, Bruce Sutter
and Willie Hernandez. bullpen
busts in 1987. each hope 1988
will bring relief.
In Lakeland, Fla., Hernandez
joined the Detroit Tigers’ first
workout for pitchers and catchers.
"A lot of mistakes were made
last year, Hernandez said after
Detroit’s first workout. "My mistake was losing my confidence.
When you lose your confidence,
you lose your respect
Hernandeis career has faded
since he was the American
League’s Most Valuable Player in
1984. Last season, he was continually booed at Tiger Stadium as
he went 3-4 with eight saves and
a 3.67 earned run average.
"I got sick. My nerves got to
me. Nobody deserves things like
that. It was like a nightmare. he
said.
Hernandez, who is 33 and has
two years remaining on his contract, was bothered by nagging
injuries last season. He worked
out often during the winter and
Tigers Manager Sparky Anderson
liked the results Friday.
"This is the best shape I’ve
ever seen Willie in." Anderson
said. "The key is the physical
pan."
Both Quisenberry and Sutter.
the dominant relievers in their
leagues during the early 1980s.
v. ant a chance to pitch this year.
Sutter missed last season with
more shoulder problems. He has
had surgery three times since an
muffs finished him in early 1986.
Sutter began throwing three

weeks ago at his home in suburban Atlanta and hopes to pitch for
the Braves this year.
"I’m going to gist: it a shot."
Sutter said.
Atlanta Manager Chuck Tanner is trying to reshape a staff that
allowed a league -high 829 runs
and Sutter will get an opportunity.
"He’s on his own." Tanner
said. "He’s starting over again
He’ll tell us There’s going to be
no
mac hi,.
give -me -the -hall
every -day
stuff. There’s no
timetable for him.
Quisenberry pitched for Kansas
all last season, although
he was used sparingly as the Roy
als lost confidence in him. He
worked only 14 2-3 innings after
the All -Star break.
Quisenherry’s contract guarantees him $1.1 taion sa year
: a Wei through 1990 and
estate package worth $45 million
through 2025. But he knows he is
in danger of not making the team
as the Royals pick between hint
and Gene Garber.
"This spring will dictate what
the rest of the year brings, maybe
my career." Quisenberry said.
Quisenherry demanded to be
traded in the offseason. hut the
Royals could not find anyone interested.
"There was just no interest.
General Manager John Schorrhot, said. "None.’’
Quisenhem has saved 181
games in the last sus years, most
in the majors fie knows he has
not done that well recentls

Vomen’s Gymnastics
S .1 S U. vs. &little Pacific
(Fifffilirl-Feb. 26 gpartan Ciymnasium 7:30 pm
Women’s Softball
S.J.S.U. vs. Cal Poly SLO
Feb.27 PAL Stadium 1:00 pm

Men’s Gymnastics

S.L.S.U. s7s. A.S.U.
Feb. 27 Spartan Gym 7:30 pni

Men’s Baseball
S.J.S.U.vs, St.Mary’s
Feb.27 Muni Stadium 1 pm
Ad Compliments of SJSU Assoc. Students

COPIES
Open Early
Open Late
Open Saturday
310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

kinkoss

Coml. Catcher Hewitt look adsantage of a mishandled play by the
shortstop, who came up on the hall
in the infield. Hewitt was awarded a
hit and free passage to second base
on an error on the shortstop. allowing Coan to score.
With the score tied and a new Eagles’ pitcher on the mound. the Spartans took advantage of the situation
and went ahead 5-3.
Freshman pitcher Donnie Rea
made his first collegiate appearance
during Saturday’s first game. Rea allowed only one run on one hit and
collected his first win of the season.
With the help of Samar+ pitching during the second game, the offense took advantage of three Cal
State Los Angeles errors and two
hits to finish the seven inning game
4-1.
Catcher John Verniest split the hit
column with center fielder Andy
Coan. Along with their hits. both
Vemiest and Colin picked up an
RBI, sending Cal State Los Angeles
home with a weekend record of 0-3.
The Spartans wound up their
weekend practicing their offensive
skills at UC-Davis. SJSU collected
eight runs on thirteen hits against
Iwo .A,4gie pitchers.

Ron Green Daily

staff photographer

Spartan second baseman NIark Phillips fags out a (al State Los Angeles baserunner

Judo pair secure Olympic positions
By Douglas Alger
Daily staff writer
Judo may translate literally as
"the way of gentleness." but it was
aggressive fighting tactics on the
part of SJSU alumni Mike Swain and
Boh Berland that brought them victories in the Olympic Trials last
weekend.
The victories by both No. 1 nationally -ranked SJSU competitors
secure their positions to fight for the
United States in the Summer Olympics to be held in Seoul. South
Korea.
Swain, 26: who has fought on
.America’s 1980 and 1984 Olympic
teams, scored a win over opponent
Dan Augustine in the 156-pound
weight class.
Augustine was disqualified for Asano. Joe Wanag. and Albert
continually running out of bounds Acena also fought in the two-day
during the match, and Swain’s vic- competition.
tory assures him a spot on the 1988
Asano. ranked No. I in the nation
U.S. Olympic team.
at 132 pounds, lost by decision to FA]
Berland, fighting in the 209Liddie, and will face him again on
pound weight class, defeated Leo May 13
to decide which of them will
White in what SJSU team captain
be going to Seoul.
Keith Nakasone described as "a
hard-fought match." Berland won
Twenty-one-ye:ft-old Wadi*, nahis match by decision and is also tionally ranked No, 1 at 189 pounds
guaranteed a position on the 118 and favored to win, was disqualified
Olympic squad.
due to a knee injury which occurred
SJS(
student athletes Kevin in his scheduled first match

Mike Swain, 26, who
has fought on
America’s 1980 and
1984 Olympic
teams, scored a win
over Dan Augustine
in the 156-pound
weight class.
After a brief examination by a
Colorado doctor following the
match. Wanag’s injury was described as "pretty serious." He too
will fight on May 13 in the second
Olympic Trials. depending upon the

EVERY

condition of his knee.
Acena. nationally ranked No. 3 at
143 pounds going into the Olympic
Trials, was defeated last weekend.
This eliminates the second-degree
black belt’s opportunity to compete
in the Summer Olympics.
Since the Olympic Trials are held
in Colorado Springs with its higher
elevation and oxygen -starved air,
participants complain most often of
breathing difficulty and exhaustion._
Matches are traditionally five
minutes in length, with time being
stopped when competitors step out
of bounds or commit a penalty, so
matches actually last much longer.
Judo was developed by Professor
Jigoro Kano. a doctor of physical education. in Tokyo. Japan in 1882.
Derived from jujitsu, an ancient Japanese art of self defense, the spon
was first included in the Olympic
Games at Tokyo in 1964, and is now.
a permanent part of the Olympic pro.
gram

SIX MINUTES A WOMAN IS RAPED.’

DON’T BE NEXT !

NEW
THE SECURITY FLASHLIGHT

Government
Employment
in the 1990s

When your worst nightmare becomes reality and you are
face-to-face with an assailant, protect yourself with
THE NEW SECURITY FLASHLIGHT.

REPRESENTATIVES FROM CITY, COUNTY. S I \
AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL DISct

Legal to carry
Powerful eye/nose/skin irritant
One shot stops your assailant
Also effective on animals
Fast effective and easy to use
10-12 shots per cartridge
Causes no permanent injury to
assailant.
Fits in purse or pocket

1.

flow to Get a Job in Government
Job Trends
* Need for Professionals in Government
THURSDAY, FEB. 25
UMUNHUM ROOM, SU
12:30 PM
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
preregistration 12:00 P.M.

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
CREDIT CARD CUSTOMERS CALL (408) 748-9255

0
Coordinated by: Institute of Urban Affairs, 924-5550
Career Planning and Placement, 924-6031
SJSU Career Planning and Placement Center services and programs are
provided without regard to race, color, sex, sexual orientation, nation,il
origin, age or disability.

Valley Merchandise Center 4200 NSW? Sr ,Ste A. Santa Clara. 95055
Enclosed please find $
_tor
_ SECURITY FLASHLIGHTS
One SECURITY FLASHLIGHT @I 9 95 plus 300 postage
Two SECURITY FLASHLIGHTS @ 34 95 plus $ 4 00 postage
Enclosed is my
Check
lAoney Order or Charge my
Visa
MC
Caldornia residents add 7% sales tax
Credit Card II
_Eat) Dat
Name
Address
City
State
ZIP
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Mazatlan Express Party
OR
WEL
SPECIALISTS

Wednesday, Feb. 24th
5-7 pm Registration 7-12 am Mexican Fiesta
Signup Wednesday by 7pm & be eligible to win a free sleeping cabin on the train.

Trip Includes:
5 Nights Lodging at the Los Sablos
Hotel & Resort. A Five Star Resort right
on the Beach in Mazatlan.
Round Trip Train Transponion
from Mexicali to Mazatlan.

Mazatlan Express T -Shirt
Private Party at El Cid
Disco & Joe’s Oyster Bar.
Beach Events & Much Much
More.
Nightly Cocktail Party.

Group Travel Specialists

(408)243-4275
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Instructor to work on video
Ifs Lisa

alker

Daily stet writer

An SJSU aerobic conditioning and
activities coordinator will choreograph Debbie Reynolds new video,
"Couples Do it Debbie’s Way."
Len Kravitz was invited to choreograph Reynolds video, due to air
in May. after the release of his own
video and book entitled. "Anybody’s Guide to Total Fitness." The
book sold 4,750 copies in its first
eight months in print.
What makes "Anybody’s Guide
to Total Fitness" special from other
fitness books is that it’s filled with
funny and encouraging illustrations.
"The illustrations represent everybody because not everyone has
that perfect figure," Kravitz said.
He said the hook is loaded with illustrations because he was tired of
looking at fitness books where the
individual has pages upon pages of
themself.
The book was edited by II professional advisors and Kravitz says it
possesses every aspect of an umbrella of sports medicine in fitness.
"It’s a good sound hook," Kravitz
said.
"Anybody’s Guide to Total Fitness" is used in many of the fitness

phi

classes and also used h) the author.
The hook has opened many new
doors for Kravitz, and has allowed
him to receive the recognition befitting a dedicated aerobics dictator,
Kravitz was named I987’s Dance
Exerciser of the Year by the InterimIlona! Dance -Exercise Association.
He was picked from 14.000 aerobics
instructors and business owners in
38 countries,
"I’m proud to have been selected." Kravitz said, "because the
most critical review is by your peers.
It’s a really high honor."
"Len has not only been an excellent role model for men in aerobics.," explained IDEA Executive
Director Kathie Davis, "but he has
always stressed safety and enjoyment as important elements of dance
exercise. He has set a tough standard
for future nominees."
Kravitz’s book and his latter prestigious award will enable him to
travel to some 9.000 cities worldwide, promoting himself and "Anybody’s Guide to Total Fitness."
Kravitz tours Friday through Sunday and is at SJSU Monday through
Thursday, which leaves him little
time for his social life,
"Every weekend it’s a different
world, and an enriching expert-

Dance tot Heart is a three-hour
Kno. it/ said,
Although his social life is limited dance exercise marathon with prohe says that he is lucky to have close ceeds benefitting the American
friends. "When the time is right. I’ll Heart Association.
"Through exercise we can reduce
make time, I’ll make it work." he
cardiovascular disease. which is still
said.
Kravitz said it’s "a neat feeling to the number one killer today." Krawork with people and to see how vitz said.
Loy, -impact aerobics developed
pleased people are."
Next month Kravitz will be in F.u- folio% ing controversy surrounding
rope for seven days touring Norway, high -impact aerobics. Kravitz says
that has been a merger of the two
Germany and Italy.
What makes Kravitz such a called combo-impact aerobics.
sought-after person and keeps his
Kravitz said the injuries that were
classes filled to capacity is his new once involved in aerobics have been
method of "power sculpturing." cut down tremendously. This can be
This deals with time usage, and in- partially attributed to better shoes,
volves working all the major mus- safer floors and more importantly.
low impact. "You just can’t do too
cles of the body with hand weights.
"You work two major exercises at much of one thing." he said.
Kravitz said previous injuries
one time, leg squat and shoulder
press," Kravitz said. "Legs are al- were also due to people trying to do
too much, too fast. "People are
ways involved."
He has been invited to present this overly zealous about reaching their
goals.’’
he said.
new technique at national convenKravitz says that aerobics can
tions and will demonstrate "power
serve
as
a useful outlet for students.
structuring" in Europe next month.
"Exercise is a way to deal with
Kravitz never stops exercising or
helping those who wish to improve stress. Any form of exercise can deal
with stress relief but that’s really one
their self esteem.
"I do it at work and at home. I’m major benefit."
Kravitz said that it can also aid in
a work-aholic. My love is my
a person’s self esteem because you
work." he said.
Kravitz is an honorary chairperson begin to look better and feel better
for Dance for Heart on Feb. 27. about yourself.
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Men’s gymnastics finishes last at Cal meet
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Len Kravitz leads students through intense workout

New outfielder
reports to A’s

%ersit. ASU is currently ranked in
the top ten nationally. Friday’s meet
against ASU will begin at 7:30 pm in
the Men’s Gym.
The Sun Devil gymnast to watch
is their all-around competitor. Chad
Fox. Fox is No. 2 in the nation for a
floor exercise performance where he
successfully landed a 9.9.
As for SJSU’s top all-arounder,
"Heery should be able to win in the
all-around." Spartan coach Doug

Van Everett said.
"If we put it together. we should
be in the 270.00’s." Van Everen
said. "A home crowd will help us
march right through. We’re physically ready, now we just need to be
psychologically ready.
"Because last meet we had prohlems with the pommel horse. that is
all we have been starting our practices with this week since that will he
our first event on Friday. Van Ev-

civil said
"If we can start off strong on the
pommel horse, the momentum will
continue through the meet to help us
break the school record for the team
score of 266.00." Van Everen said.
The team will be holding an exhihition in the Art Quad today from
noon to I p.m. The gymnastics team
will be demonstrating tumbling, the
trampoline. and possibly the porn mel horse.
Jennifer Truman

gpM

SCOTTSDALE. Ariz. (AP)
Another of the Oakland Athletics’
off-season acquisitions, veteran outfielder Dave Henderson, checked
into training camp on Tuesday.
Don Baylor and Dave Parker are
due to report on Wednesday. when
Manager Tony La Russa expects to
have 44 players on hand for the first
full -squad workout of spring training. The only players who might be
late, according to team officials. are
Outfielders Alex Sanchez .and Felix
se from the Dominican Republic.
: Henderson and Baylor were
laming players signed as free agents
dyer the winter. Parker. along with
pitchers Bob Welch and Matt
Young, were acquired in major
trades.
: Henderson will he a spring contender for the starting center field
job, also sought by younger players
Stan Javier and Luis PoIonia.
: Sandy Alderson, the Athletics’
general manager. arrived at spring
training camp on Tuesday to concentrate on negotiations with the team’s
seven unsigned players.
: Alderson. fresh from a Hawaii va*lion. wants to have the players
signed before the March 15 deadline
for re -signings.

Despite junior Brian Heer.N’s seL
ond place all-around performance in
last Friday’s meet at Cal. the SJSU
men’s gymnastics team finished
third in a three team meet.
Heery had the highest score for
SJSU, which had a 260.30 team
score, in all six events. His highest
score of the night was 9.7 for his
parallel bar performance.
This weekend, the Spartans will
be home against Arizona State Uni-
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- you and a
That’s right! With $5.00 and this
friend can enjoy an entertaining evening of Dixieland jazz with

The Dukes of Dixieland and the
SAN JOSE SYMPHONY
Friday, March 4, 8.30 P.M. Civic Aualloriurn
(Within walking distance of SJSU)
Of course, you could stay home and study, re -arrange the sock
drawer...again, wait by the phone, or watch big time wrestling!"
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6 MONTH 6000 MILE WRITTEN
GUARANTEE LABOR & PARTS
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To redeem this for 1 couoon simply send (or bring in person) this coupon, and $5.00
to: San Jose Symphony, 476 Park Avenue #200 San Jose, CA 95110 Tickets will be held
at will call. Otter valid =It with coupon. Tickets available through advance purchase only.
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Join the
Watkins -Johnson Team

AFRICAN AWARENESS MONTH PLANNING COMMITTEE PRESENTS

Video Autobiography of

1MIFlcolm
It takes an all-star team to build an all-star company
and Watkins -Johnson has one of the most impressive
rosters around Our winning gameplan is executed by talent from some of the nahon’s finest schools. who’ve
joined together to develop leading -edge microwave systems and components for defense communications and
commercial applications
Colleclive brainstorming and interdisciplinary interaction
has always been Watkins -Johnson’s formula for success
In 1986 alone, it enabled us to add 145 new items to our
product line and watch sales figures nse to more than
$255 rrrilkon (104t over 1985)

Thursday Feb. 25th
Duncan Hall S.J.S.0
7:oopm Room 135
ADMISSION IS FREE
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS AND SUM()

Disciplines:
EE

IT

On
Interview Date:

Team spirit has its advantages From day one, you’ll be
an active contnbutor to key protects. Plus, by gaining as
POSUra to many areas of operations. you’ll be able to
learn faster and assume responsibility sooner

Wednesday
March 9

If you have an excellent academic record and are graduating ivith a BS. MS. or PhO in one of the following dis
cipfines. our wining strategy could be for you I,* hew
openings within our Palo Alto, San Jose. Santa Barbara.
Scotts Valley GA, Gaithersburg or Columbia. MO facikties

Please contact your Placement Center or phone Mike
Avina. Watkins -Johnson Company 3333 Hi/Mew Avenue.
pato Alto, CA 94304. 1415) 493-4141 Ex? 2114 An equal
opportunity empiaier niii/h/v L’S Citizenship is required

VvAT KINS JOHNSON

Recognizing Winners
Developing All-Stars
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SJSU Cadets compete
at Ranger Challenge

him

ard takes aim at a target with the NI -16 rifle

The rope bridge is just one test of ati illdi%

By Russ Haggerty
Daily staff writer
Nine students nom SJSU spent the weekend competing with teams from as far away
as Reno, Nevada, in a contest that has likely
’lever reached the sports pages.
That’s because this varsity team was representing more than just SJ St’. they were out
to take honors as the best Ranger Challenge
team in the CSU university sy stem. SJSU’s
ROTC sent its nine -member group to Fort
Ord, an active Army post near Monterey. to
try their skill in events as diverse as building
a rope bridge and orienteering. Orienteering
is a contest to test the individual’s ability to
use a map and compass to navigate a predetermined course, in the least amount of time.
ROTC programs at the schools of Fresno
State. Sacramento State. UC-Berkeley, Cal
Poly at San Luis Obispo. Chico State. Nevada -Reno, UC-Davis. University of San
Francisco and Santa Clara University sent

1)l1 Skid ctittdiliott :Ind

%sti

leallIS to the competition. Of the schools in
attendence, only SJSU, and a couple of the
others do not train the year around for the
competition. These schools feel that the
value of the training is increased lithe team
members work with the rest of the cadets
during the year. setting aside time later in the
year to prep for the course.
This year’s contest was the third for team
captain Brian Kilgore. "We see (the contest)
as sort of like football. Some years a team
will do well, other times they just don’t have
it." he said. Two other team members, Tom
Ward and Brian Kwong. were back for their
second time. For the rest of the team, all of
whom are ROTC cadets intending to enter
the Army. this was their first taste of the
competetive side of Army training.
The other cadets on the team were: Joe
Dermajian. Rich Mifsud, Roy Frates, Art
Teatani. Larry Turner and Brian Lucid, all in
various levels of the military science pro-

gram at SJSU.
When the dust had settled, and the scores
were tallied. SJSU had placed fifth overall,
equalling their performance in the last
Ranger Challenge held a year ago. One event
that SJSU’s team excelled in was a timed 10kilometer road march. "We were the only
team to carry our guidon. (a banner identifying the team and the school) all the way
through the course. And we fininshed together. we didn’t leave anyone behind,"
Kilgore said. SJSU placed second overall in
the road march.
Other events during the day were more
military oriented. Marksmanship was tested
on Fort Ord’s rifle ranges. The cadet’s physical condition and stamina were evaluated
during a fitness test, which required them to
do as many pushups and situps in two minutes as possible, then run two miles against
the clock. All of SJSU’s team members finished with times around the 12 -minute mark.

a ranger works with a team at the Ranger Challenge at Fort Ord

Photos
Amelita
Manes
ko

Frates tests his skills On the challenging assault course

Rich Masud, It’ll. and Brian Lucid clean themsek es oil’

1ntiril. Army R()TC cadet stretches to Inir

a hand grenade at a simulated hunker
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S.J. mortuary
Mental illness
cured by gunshot forced to settle in
ash -dumping case
lodged in brain
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A young mentally ill
man egged into a suicide attempt by his mother apparently cured his phobia of germs and obsession
for handwashing by shooting himself in the head.
doctors said.
The .22 -caliber slug destroyed the section of the
brain responsible for his disabling obsessive -compulsive behavior without causing any other brain
damage to the man, a straight -A student, his doctor
said.
The man, identified only as George in a report
in Physician’s Weekly, the British journal of psychiatry. washed his hands hundreds of times a day
and took frequent showers, Solyom said. The behavior forced him to drop out of school and quit his
job.
Monday’s edition of Physician’s Weekly wryly
described the failed suicide attempt as "successful
radical surgery."
"The idea that a man could blow out pan of his
frontal lobe and have his pathological symptoms
cured is quite remarkable, but it is not beyond belief," said psychiatrist Thomas Ballantine of Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston.
"What made the case so very interesting was
that we had measured IQ and done a lot of other
tests before the suicide attempt," Solyom said.
"Afterward, we compared results and he had not
lost anything. We used very sensitive tests to measure brain damage and could find none."
As a last resort. neurosurgeons will occasionally remove part of the left front lobe of the brain.
where the obsessive behavior is thought to originate.
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Associated Press

A funeral home that was sued when ,..rciliatcd lc
mains were illegally dumped in the Sierra foothills has
reached a settlement with families of the deceased.
The Lima Family Mortuaries of San Jose on Monday
agreed to pay $3.1 million to
the relatives of 5,(XX) people
State News whose
remains were placed
on 10-acres in the Sierra, setting off complaints by residents about the mounds of
ashes.
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The settlement was reached after the two sides had
gone through three weeks of jury selection in Sacra
mento Superior Court
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The funeral home was one of more than 140 mortuaries and crematoriums in Northern California that had
been sued. All but Lima agreed in December 1986 to a
$27 million settlement.
The $3.1 million settlement was the last of three
awards in the 3 -year-old class-action suit against the
Neptune Society, several crematoriums and funeral
homes, and pilot B.J. Elkin. who left the ashes on his
property.
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Dumbar Pig and Friends

Angelo Lopez
ANTOINETTE ...WHY
DON’T YOU DRIVE
THESE BOYS

In 1984, authorities discovered that Elkin, who had
been hired by the Neptune Society to scatter cremated
human remains over the Pacific Ocaen and the Sierra Nevada, instead had dumped piles of ashes on a 10-acre lot
he owned in Amador County. The site is about 130 miles
east of San Francisco.
Elkin has been convicted in Amador Justice Court
and fined $6.800 for commingling human re iii,iins.

Crack connected with gang violence in S.F.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Low- Smith, head of the San Francisco ofpriced crack cocaine is blamed for a fice of the state Bureau of Narcotics
recent epidemic of violence and enforcement.
gang warfare that has plagued ecoThe Bay area has become the
nomically depressed neighborh(x)ds Northern California hub for crack, a
in the San Francisco Bay area, police powerful, smokable form of cocaine
said.
that first appeared in the region in
"We are being inundated with the (984. Smith said in a %tor) published
stuff." said Special Agent Jerry in the Tuesday edition of the San

Francisco (’hronicle.
Young dealers and users in the
area’s housing projects and other
poor neighborhoods are eager for
crack because of its low price. about
$5 a dose. The increase of teen-age
dealers has fueled a sharp rise in
drug -related violence, including attacks on San Francisco buses.
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Singers.

A

SINGER,

Sunnyvale

performance choir is
We need some

reorganizing

more good voices. 7392877

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have plans Nth quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Nark Ellice. Washington National ’Nurno obli-

STEEL BUILDING DEALERSHIP with
major manufacturer -sales & engineering support

Starter ads furnished Some areas taken Call
(303) 7593200. art 2401 Wale Cot Acceptance Corp. 6800 E
Hampden Denver Co 80224

c-t.

and brochure Ne A S orate or
call (408)371-661i
WANTED GOOD SINGERS DISARMAMENT supporters for mice chorale Call Genie at 9974292
WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS but
that
OK We are church con,
’outlay that values the individual
search for ones own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose offers creative services
stimulating discussion & opportunities for social action We Sr.
located at 160 N 3rd St Join u
Sundays .111 00 or call 292-3658

AUTOMOTIVE
61 VW KARMAN GHIA Hat eng dual
webers air shocks new carpet
clean 11500 Call 723-7455

PC.COM

PC COM PC-COM" 10M AT XT comparbles and *coos-

autos One block from campus
404S 3rd St 02 Call 295-1806
Special 6% off for SJSU wtth ID

TEAC A6300 At tape deck 6400 21
Pc 5ply 5. waterless cookware
1a1-1300 Anwetrer bedroom cabinet -3150 251.5942
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique bookstore. speciellzing
current
In bodd on history
events. ’shot Black Amenc.s.
Asian Amencens
Chicanos,
Median

Written by
Blacks. Chicanos. Aliens, labor
activists. Marxists We also have.
In English. Soviet text In the social sciences You won’t find our
books posters and records In
other stores in the valley In eddi
tion we have fiction end chit
drena books Located et 950 S
First St . Son Jose (3 bik south of
re 260) Call 294.2930 for hours

HELP WANTED

stores ship rec or equiv plus
ability tont, 50 lbs. tork Oft centle.
cede and California driver’s li-

DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS part time at
Minato Jepanese Rest Son Jose
Japentown Call Mac 998-9711

TEACHERS NEEDED for infant toddler & preschool rooms al the

EARN EXCELLENT MONEY in home
assembly work Jewelry toys &
others FT & PT avail Call today’

class-schedule 100 yds north ol
bus school. private offit lot typist 8149-436 E San Fernando SI

hours
ties Call Ernie PM
4S26

looking

for new, enthusiastic
worked to loin our team Apply at

shill graveyard & weekend shift
IF SS MI 9AM lo 7 30 PM) Physics. electronic or mechenicel
orientation and U S citizen re
owned Call 415-493-1800. eel
445
WANTED

appt 266.8261

II., hro Call 947-8091
GRAPHIC ARTISTS NEEDED for freelance work Must have some es.
design
layout
Call Linda at 964

KAY JEWELERS in EASTRIDGE has
part-time positions open FINN,
commission
hr paid hourly
Sales experience preferred but
not NcaNry FOE Call 2749247
MORE THAN A JOB’ An experience
that will build your cormunicetion skills and sall look great on
your resume’ Pay Oh?’. base
bonuses which can double IV Call
now 924.1129 ask for Mitch
NOW HIRING Open recreation super.
vlsor for A 5 Leisure Services

necessary

19910 per cane
Apply in Student Acidities Office
or call 924-5950
WORK FOR THE JACKSON BROWNE
for mad., party’ Concerts
events etc pay bnfts. fun Call
the New American Petty 476-7126

1595 rith Call 224.3939 2864840
Lkeided agent
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

1 bedroom 1
bath. off street perking 1475 Call
224-3939254.8.840
licensed

*fro",
DOWNTOWN OFFICE SPACE avall
eble in Victorian Phone
corn.
puler hookups. nIc 297-2040
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN’ Fine mobile home alternative to apt ho

OASIS CAMPUS REP, PRO. AD mad
lo act as limn with Greet?
clubs Great benefits’ 21 or met

ORIENTATION STAFF POSITIONS for
August 88’ New stipend paidge
1911 Applicallons trwellabie In Stu
dent Activities
Old Celeterla
Bldg Apply by February 26th

BACKACHE??? FREE

treatment es

klf. SUN

pert of e research protect if you
Sane had low bock pain the more
than 6 months and ant 20-55

1,1Pt

Of

Ned old please call Name, College of Chiroprectic-West at (4081
244-8907 extension 401
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BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaang waxing
tweezing or using chemical Ned
tones

Let me permanently remore your unwanted hair ichin
bik,ni tummy moustache etc)
IS...discount In students and fa
ulty Call More May 31 1988 and
get your first eppt at 1 2 price
Unwanted Hair impolite With
My Care Gwen Cheigren 6E
5593500 1645 5 Bascom
Heir Today Gone Tomorrow

Classified

C
or Phil at 249-2820 or 922-7359
WRITING

EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frame and lenses from $37’ Dr
Christopher Cabrera 0 D Quality
end fst service el extremely low
price Complete eye Nam India
leg glaucoma check complete
contact lase service for family
Fashion frames and sunglasses

and

Medico’

SERVICES

corned 10 years typing word pro
cessmg experience Letter dainty
printing Very competitive rates

5036

10 Access Dela-281-4962 ask tor

Students receive

WEDDING

week insurance
ere ?warmly wel-

count

TYPING

comed SJSU students & staff al.
ways have 10% oft Cali for appt
now,’ 405 E Sand Clara St at
9th call 995-0488 We speak Viet

ACHIEVEMENT

AA AA ACCURACY

ACCOUNTABILITY

ACKNOWL-

tops
EDGEABLE in typing that
Trust TONY 296-20117 Thank.

problems

Sr SO per page double sawed

solved tutoring by phone al any
level Sessions I 4 lo I hour Call

Available

seven day. weekly
Chock turnaround All work guar.
entered Thanks

1415)796-8497
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES’ Lob nue
capture yOur Wedding memories
with quality photos for less, Bud-

with computer
Close In school Available night
and day Rush tabs are my spedi
and
Call Porn at 1406) 225-

1299 You keep the negatives Call
Cherie at 274-8099

5025 2259009
ABSTRACT WE RE NOT -letter quality
accurety guarantees’ Academic
typing our speciality Free proo-

PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel lorrnerly of KSJS
You ve got the party we on got
the music’ Michel Productions

Reasonable
fing disk storage
We re fall dependable grammar
Me college grids So call us

provides a wade variety of music
for your wedding party or dance
a reasonable rates Call Desiree

Nth paper

reports theses (ea

Nodally science’ etc at 251-0449

3681 (leave message)

Hats and misc reports Resumes
and cover letters Free spelling
Leiter quality printers
check
Competitive rates 735-8645 ’Sue’

procesing
reports

CALL LINDA TODAY, Avoid tN rush’
Reserve raw for your term pa
pars group protects them etc
Professional word processing.
Inn disk stodge Quick retury. all

work guadnleed For lhal prof..atonal quick & dependede wordagee mace at its best with AFFORDABLE RATES cell PAM at
247.2681 (Santa Clara) STUDENT

Branham area 7 days week Call
264-4504
DO IT WRITE’ Word processeng 20
years Nperience resumes letters melting lists boot. articles

& FACULTY DISCOUNTS’

edlting

ASERJET OUTPUT Years of Nperi
once serving SJSU faculty end

WORD PROCESSING

students

Thesis specialists Also term pomanuscripts screenplays

Cell

Consueation
nem*
Career
Seminars All lot areas Career
Center. 243-4070
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE"... Prates
W on& typing & Names. sere
Ices Fast reasonable & near the
university Call 292.4047
TERM PAPERS BY MAIL" We take
your draft sit & type you party
get down Las. output & spot!
proofed Call Dina? Pubs dl 9453941 977.7199 Maw
TYPING
Cell

WORDPROCESSING

RATES’.
246 5633

term papers

resumes
el<
Nam
Enda 4.111y quick turneround
Call us and compare Fremont
reports

415457-2943

Evert

Print Your Ad Here

1100 deposit Call 281-0789
HANDYMAN-COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY Maintenance Responsible
hrs wk 1517 hr cordial Leslie Lon G 8668166

(Count appromenarely 30 leriers and spaces Ion each

Ime)

Ad Rates

& independent 20

Minimum three

lines on one day

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP In share
3 bdrrn apt In Sunnyvale Reel
1240
1171 deposit 1 3 uill &
I 3 phone 730-5542 Michelle 73/-

111111111111_1_1_1111.1.111111111111

John if 744-1244
RED EYE I. lookIng for essistent men.
mrs full lime & pert time in our
local store. We’ll work around
school schedules but most have 2
week peeling &volt
moming

4663

call at 446-5636

ability,

non-smoked

8635 Maureen
SHARE THIS HOUSE with other students I room
ell menthe*
1325
I

LARGE

I 3 utilities Call 9742282
ROOM

lor

rent

share

kitchen & balk 6275 rho
1150
deposit 135 S 1210 51 Avelleble
March let, ask for Mr El

interested

BLACK mechanical
DID YOU FIND
pencil", You can make 115 if
you return it Call 9795872
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Days

Day

$475
$555
$635
$715
BO

$500
$580
$660
$740

$520

I 3 Lines $355 $435
4 Lines $4 35 $515
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $595 $680
I Each Additional Line Add $

$600
$680

$760

$

90

$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

1111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111
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Bus funding

apply

Bonne

free

Address

Phone

City & State

Zip

CI ’N.C.,

Announcements
Computers

For Sale

Nary 29th. 1968,
ELECTROLYSIS

UN

WANTED HAIR removed forever

UN

Circle a Classification:
Automotive

COME UP & SEE ME SOMETIME
meet it Spartan Bookstore Feb

I

1111111111111111_111111_1_11111111

Enclosed is S

(nonprescription) See Viktor Ind
dIstr In 581211 or call 2793774

I

Print N81110

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5 9 Lines $46 00
10-14 Lines $63 00
15 Plus Lines $8000
Phone: 924-3277

PERSONALS

SECURITY

process servers We will troth
Apply in person Mon -Fri 9AM
4PM 260 Merklian Ave S J .286-

Two

Day

_

lines

For

BEAT MARCH 11 IMPORT PRICE rise
order now’ Secret hair & skin cer

_ra____Earri ley while they dal
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS, rf PT malty of*
cm all shifts FT PT evening

Each
One

Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Personals

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

CHECK. MONEY ORDER

Osmilled Dab Lamed

Outwits DIN2111

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose California 9 5192

Dem:Rine

inn

1325
WORD PROCESSING

251-4865
NEED HELP", Cell S 0 S

140111

Editing available Have MO de
glees Reasonable ’Wee Cell 5O-

campus Pickup available Self, al

Tenn papers St 75 p 001 nu end
proofed Small business letters
mailing lists flyers newsletters

at

WORDPROCESSING REPORTS
ter, resumes manuscripts

EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing assastance editing typing
01 repOrte theses etc
Laser
printer Mfordatee actuate depended* Only 12 minutes from

REASONABLE
PATTI

Santa Lim area

guaranteed

LUCID

246

5825
EVERGREEN

work

word Call PJ at 923-2309

resumes repetitive letters Iran
scription Free SPELCHEK. copy
turnedlt. dim Worm utak
Sent* Clad

All

Specializing in word perfect and

wers

around

TYPtNG
WRITING Bar
.me.. It Nrvice 40 years eope-

GOOD TYPIST, Reasonade rads
Call Eye at 2514265 or 272-5033
Will peck -up and deliver

availed*
Reasonable rates Call Anne 578
6539 iSan JOM)
ENTERPRISE

Sunnyvale
RESUMES

1e5011e5

disk storage SPELCHEK punc
tuation grammar essistence All

work guaranteed Casette tran
aription
available
Almaden -

Proofreading

Tenn papers

Mad.

letter group
protects menials theses etc All
*cadmic formals & APA Free

A A-1 SECRETARY

get and deluxe packages from

aced protessronai typing {WV
ICY tof tenni papers group pro.

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic business legal word

discount salh

PHOTOGRAPHED

professional high quality
by
budget price tree information
Cara 371-7817 ask for SJSU dia.

instructor

wit1COMe
protects
Quality guaranteed On campus
pickup dellmy Call 1408) 274.

APA FORMAT tarn paper thesis eel

assistance
Academic thesis
Ghostwriting All subtects Oust
’fed ailed Resumes Re-natt.
ing Catalog Berkeley 14151 841-

YOUR

by the Nding designers Super
thin lenses for high power Fle
Open 7 days

RESEARCH

TereN

FURNISHED ROI for rent near IBM
KItchn privl 1300 ma util incl

LOST AND FOUND

9492933
PT FT POSITIONS in repro firm. soil
Iran E melted for students, flea Ole hra Nye eves wards Call

mess We provkle sales & man
aperneril training ai guaranteed
income when digitated Call Devki
Zech.. or Dick Adam. el 371

Earn great hourly
pay plus bonuses Call Gall boor

OTIVEIVOTED -NC
.51TVAIION.

5550

Northern California Nannies. (415)

COME WORK FLEXIBLE morning
evening shifts ?or our le1endrket
Mg company Reda funds by
phone for worthwhile. non-protli

Call Ernie al 371 1664 or

249-5100

Michael Sherman

Skibblefritz

SERVICES

MATH PHONEMath

AFFORDABLE? BEDROOM? BATH,
Carport, walk to campus no pals

rental

SPARTAN

name. Spanish & Chinese

HOUSING

Experience must’ 65 BO per hour
20 hours per week Apply In Stu
dent Activities Office or call 924-

BUBBLE MACHINE CAR WASH 1090
Saratoga -Sunnyvale Rd Contact
Mende Simla el 996-2592 Fla
hrs . no exp No Full part time
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 90th 3rd
largest insurence company We
need reliable stable people interested In owning their own NW

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS

for AS Leisure Services Experience helpful game knowledge

2831 Meridian Ave or call 2657130 for appointment
FRESHMAN SOPHMORE
Clerk-typ.
di Type 40 WPM Willow Gken
area 1920 hours per week Goad
for pre-pharmacy mass Call tor

only at 998-

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time openings for eutomated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on ’wing

ISUEOODSERVERS. COOKS. HOST.
ESS CASHIERS and busboys
Marie
Callenders
is
always

*AR T.TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
avallebte immediately 15-18 hr

organization

Choose your own
Advancement opportuni

2996535 or 923-8383. Mr Mann

Call

fessional, outgoing person
984-4235

SALES" Walking
distance to campus Comfortable
surroundings

pan time dependable & steady
long term 18 hr 12 Imo accu 7
days Very fleable compatible to

paste-up etc

Cali

AT

BOOKSTORE on February 29th

in

TELEMARKETING

Toll- refu ndab

latest 0101 24hrs

with

experience

San Jose Heads Up Center Good
pay & working environment Call
Kelly at 432.1644

EXCELLENT ENGLISH GRAMMAR
fast typist, immediately needed A

penance

yrs

cense Must be U S citizen
415-493-1609 eel 445

Cont.’ Ton at 286-2356

ACCOUNT EXEC type person needed
to find cllents for freelance copy,
Work
on comnlieSIOn
writer
basis Great opportunity for pro-

SAMMY MASH pat,
Friday at 9
PM S67S 8th ST Come and have
an OPERATION"

with two years of college or ma taring in the behavioral sciences
(A J Psych. Sociology, etc I are
given preference Call Joe Hans
at 379-8710

6235

FOR SALE

mas Santa Clara Call 727-9793

2

KISS

tor
.111r415171"11

I ill

appointment
FREE

Requires

VIXE3:,

Confidential
335 S
Beywood
Ave . Son Jose, call 247-7486 for

experience Necked Apply VANGUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott
Blvd between Icon & San To-

SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK opening at Varian Image Tube Division

GET POLITICALLY ACTIVE and paid
Circulate petitions for CAL -OSHA
and educational funding PT and

COMPUTERS

4

for

.1 J

boy’s group home Must be able
to work sleep over shifts and have
a good driving record Students

1-516-459-3535

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth eyes
and money too For information

worm,

COUNSELORS HOUSEPARENTS

G,

11

SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts ft pt
55-16 hr to start Full benefits, no

377-5412 377.1494

FREE PREGNANCY TEST and compassionate counseling
Sunny.
Wait 732.FREE

and.. 1408) 943.9190 tor
gation quote

COUNSELOR -GROUP HOME for au
Ilsilc children vaned hours, Call
Monday through Friday 9-5PM.

,

.

...

Classified
conNnlent Stevens Creek Lawrence location Cell 248-0895

Amour.

& o

Ili
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a
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,

Two days prior to publicatron

Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on conceited ads

Days

Wednesday, February 24, l98/Spartan Daily
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Candidates gaze
to midwest for help

Game saver

Associated Press
Republican Sen. Bob Dole and
Democratic Rep. Richard Gephardt.
both second -place finishers in the
New Hampshire primary, looked lOr
help from fellow Midwesterners
today as voters in Minnesota and
South Dakota registered their presidential choices.
Election officials in South Dakota
reported normal turnout and predicted about one-third of the state’s
registered voters were likely to cast
ballots.
In Minnesota. Barb Sykora. Republican Party chairman, said. "I’m
expecting a real good turnout" in the
GOP caucuses tonight. "I think
there are going to he a lot of new
people coming for Pat Robertson and
for Bob Dole.’’
Meanwhile. Robertson, the former telex ision evangelist, said he

thought someone had planned the
tinting of the past week’s public allegations 01 sexual misconduct by TV
evangelist Jimmy Swaggart to embarrass Robertson before the Super
Tuesday primary elections.
Robertson said today that evidence indicating Swaggart had been
involved with prostitutes had "lied
dormant since last October.’’
Vice President George Bush, who
made little effort to compete in the
two states. campaigned in St. Louis
today, beginning by greeting workers between shifts at the AnheuserBusch brewery.
While the vice president shook
hands with brewery workers, he
looked up at the Anheuser-Busch
sign overhead and jokingly suggested that "Busch" had been misspelled.

Budget: Won ’t aid students
ptige I

"All sorts of behind -the -scenes
stuff goes on in Washington."
Lonski said. "There is a possibility
that only 90 percent of the proposed
funds will he released."
That would completely negate any
percent increase.
"Funding on paper does not translate into real spending," Lonski
said.
John Richards. principle budget
analyst for CSU. said that CSU

Spartan outfielder Ramon Castillo makes the catch with the bases
loaded against Cal State Los .thgeles. 5,1St went on to win the con-

Screening
OM, page I

child - period. I didn’t ice’ like any
kind ot doctor. he said
Tay -Sachs is passed to children hy
parents %%Ito carry the gene
The carriers are healthy and live
. normal !ices because they only. have
one ’fay -Sachs gene. hut the children
of tail ’fay -Sachs carriers hme a 25
percent chance of inheriting both
"enc.

The nersous sy stem ot a child
oh both genes is destroyed so
quickly that nu,st ictims are dehilitined before they learn to crass I
’My wife noticed that Joel
holding his head up well.- Rosenberg said. "We had already uatched
our daughter grow so we knew this
v. :isn’t normal
At Iasi. pediatl ician. tailed to
properly diagnose the child and the
Rosenberg% uatched him grow progressixely uorse.
Atter the diagnosis. Rosenberg
said, they learned to live with the

Ken P Ruinaro Special to the Daily
test 3-1. The (earn also defeated the Golden Eagles 5-3 and 4-1 in a
Saturday doubleheader before trouncing t *C -Davis 8-4.

tragedy on a day to -day basis. Their
6 -year-old daughter did the same.
She
knew Joel xx as sick,’’
Rosenberg said ot his daughter. "It
hex-ame part of her hie, hut she knev.
it wasn’t normal
Together, the family %% inched
Joel’s motor skills deteriorate more
each week.
They watched as he lost his vision
and had minor se iiures.
They saw hint lose touch as he
grew deaf and unresponsive.
Tay -Sachs may not he "normal.’’
but it is carried by one in every 150

persons In the Jewish population,
one in cery 30 persons carries the
trait.
Screening. or testing, has helped
identity those people.
"Screening for the Tay -Sachs
gene has had an effect." said Rosenberg, whose long-time friend Michael Kahach was, ironically, the
first to do mass screening for the disease.
Once identified. Tay -Sachs carriers can recieve counseling and
make more informed decisions,
Rosenberg said.

Video

uould not bend i it I tom the proposed
budget increases.
"The only category of consequential effect resulting from the increased budget would he financial
aid," he said.
Richards explained that funding
for the CSU system is Irmo the state.
not from the federal level.
"Our primary funding is front the
state, state appropriations and student fees." Richards said. Although
grants are allocated by the federal
said.
Richards
government.
’(Grants) are 51 million a year and
in our $1.5 billion budget. that
doesn’t mean much.’’

I- 110n Page I

to a description of the footage that is
taped.
Watson explained that entire
events are not taped hut there are
two-, three- and fixe-minute excerpts of the highlights.
Students or teachers who want to
use any of the video footage for presentations can copy the material off
the disc onto their own video cassette tape.
The lab, located on the fourth
floor, is open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.. Monday through Friday.
The only requirements for the student are to bring their own tape if duplicating material and their student
identification card.

Elderly
From page I
asked volunteer Maureen Smith.
The "Adopt -A-Grandparent - trip
to the cons:descent hospital was conceived and organited by resident advisor Kim Scow as a part of the
Markham Hall Relationship Series.
Other programs in the series have
included "Don’t Drive Without Insurance." which involsed condom
sales in the Dining Commons hit lox% ed by a lecture on sate sex practices. and "Alcohol: The Sexual Lubricant:. a discussion on the effects
of alcohol.
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The Office of Admissions
and Records Is Moving to
Wahlquist Library
Central and South
February 25 and 26, 1988
The new office of Admissions and Records will re-open on Monday,
February 29 in Wahlquist Library Central, 1st floor.
Minimal service will be available on February 25 & 26 (Thursday
and Friday) between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. at the temporary
location of Student Information, Wahlquist Library South.
Other moves planned into Wahlquist Library South (WLS) and Central (WLC):
Institutional Research - March 3rd & 4th - to WLS, 2nd floor
Foundation - March 7th - to WLC, 1st floor
Human Resources/Employee Relations - March 14th - to WLS, 1st floor
Executive Vice President - March 21st - to WLS, 2nd floor
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